Prime Time. Design: EOOS.

Both lightweight and opulent to look at, spacious upholstery seems as if it is floating. The slimline armrest and
backrest behind the soft seat cushions provide the necessary support. Fine studs in the upholstery focus your attention
on the detail. Prime Time comprises a whole range of variants: individual, add-on and corner solutions are compelling
in their minimised elegance. The mechanism of the corner with a récamière is as simple as it is practical: you need
just two easy steps to swivel in the récamière. The result: a perfect transformation into an island of relaxation.
Model no.

490

Frame

Steel frame with zigzag springs.
Swivel element: Steel frame with swivel mechanism.

Upholstery

Sofa elements
Seat cushions: Cold cure foam sandwich construction with an outer layer of
wadding. Fastened in place with zip fastener.
Back cushions: Loose, ticking sewn into chambers with latex rod/fibre filling.
Récamière elements
Seat cushion: Cold cure foam sandwich construction with an outer layer of
wadding. With integrated micro-compartment spring core.
Back cushions: Loose, ticking sewn into chambers with latex rod/fibre filling.

Legs

Sled base, aluminium highly-polished powder-coated black or highly-polished.

Glides

Base fitted with stop-inserts that avoid sliding.

Function

Corner récamière: The seat swivels through 90 degrees
beneath the backrest.

Seat heigt

There are two seat heights to choose from:
Seat height 1: 40 cm ( total height 90 cm)
Seat height 2: 42 cm ( total height 92 cm)
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Prime Time. Design: EOOS.
Version A

209 x 241

Version B

246 x 226

Version C

Version D

Version E

246 x 284

284 x 226

284 x 321

All dimensions in cm.
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